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Quarterly Reporting 
Rossendale Leisure Trust 

 

Year 2014 Period May 2013 – Feb 2014 

   
 

Key Achievements’ this period 

 
Throughout 2013 / 2014 Rossendale Leisure Trust facilities continued to strive towards continuous improvement of core service 
delivery with facility programmes being continually reviewed and actively marketed to ensure greater opportunity for income 
generation and attendance generation. Overlaying the facilities’ development the lifestyles team had its busiest summer in 2013 
since the Trust inception in 2004. 
 
.The objects of Rossendale Leisure Trust remain consistent and are identified as the following; 
 

 To provide affordable and quality leisure services for Rossendale including those who by reason of their age, infirmity or 
disability, poverty or social economic circumstance may have need of special facilities and services. 

 To seek continuous improvement in both efficiency and quality / range of service provision. 

 To secure and increase community participation and elite sport in Rossendale with a view to enhancing community 
engagement, social inclusion, tourism, family entertainment and regeneration. 

 To support the Leisure Trust in continuing to develop as a sustainable social enterprise working in strong partnership with 
the Council. 

 To support the Borough Council in developing and delivering responsive and value for money local services which promote a 
healthy and successful Rossendale. 

 To build revenue per facility and work towards generating profit which could be reinvested in the facilities / leisure portfolio 
each financial year. 
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 To promote the preservation of good health through community participation in healthy recreation. 
 
Rossendale Leisure Trust also subscribes to the following objectives and activities; 
 

 Service Specification 

To provide sports and leisure activities on behalf of Rossendale Borough Council and is commissioned by a number of third party 

funders including Sport England, the Health Commissioners, Lancashire Sport and Lancashire County Council. 

To deliver on specific aims and objectives under three separate but linked priorities. 

 Widening opportunities 
Widening opportunities is the level of participation in sport and physical activity that is experienced by the majority. It happens at the 

grass roots where people take part in physical activity simply for fun and enjoyment or to improve their health. 

 Delivering potential 
Developing potential is a process that creates opportunities and pathways which allows individuals to take up and fulfil their 

potential in sport. It is not just concerned with elite athletes but recognises the opportunities to progress are important in sustaining 

the interest and enjoyment that will encourage people of all ages and abilities to maintain a long term involvement with sport. 

 Resources for sport 
Committed to the on-going development of sport and active recreation through the provision of good quality, adequately resourced 

facilities and services that meet the needs and aspirations of both residents and visitors to Rossendale. It is evident that any 

progress in developing sport and physical activity in Rossendale will be dependent on the physical, human and financial resources 

which are made available by a number of public, private and voluntary sector agencies, but most importantly by the Borough 

Council and Rossendale Leisure Trust. 
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Key Achievements / Challenges 

Looking after the Leisure offer in Rossendale, whilst responding to the financial challenges that we all face, is a serious business. 
Being a non-statutory service has added pressures year on year but we only need to look Country Wide to see how the leisure 
landscape is changing radically in today’s climate. In Rossendale and through 2013, the Trust has seen change and faced some 
difficult tasks but the Board of Trustees and Staff have worked hard with their dedicated partners, customers and commissioners to 
ensure that we keep quality standards and value for money for the residents of the Valley. We may be commissioned to ‘just’ run 
the facilities on behalf of the Borough but the Social Return on Investment runs much deeper and through this report I hope to 
highlight the added value that the Trust brings to the Borough.  
 
In late October we saw the closure of Haslingden Swimming Pool. Leading up to the closure the Trust worked extremely hard with 
staff and users to ensure that closure was dealt with empathy and with understanding. We worked tirelessly to ensure that 
displacement from within the Valley was kept to a minimum; we were open and honest with all users and staff about how we 
thought the future may look and I think that overall we have managed that change very well and in a very professional manner.  
 
Marl Pits Leisure Centre is a very busy and vibrant Centre and to walk through the building on a daily basis is a pleasure; yes we 
may have operational issues and we still face challenges but to say that we continue to service every primary school in the valley 
and to continue to offer varied sessions for multiple user groups is a testament to good planning and people’s hard work. We still 
work with the Valley swimming clubs to try and encourage a closer working relationship as everyone is still aware, Haslingden 
Swimming Club is now operating from within Hyndburn. We still manage to host Bacup swimming club, Rawtenstall swimming club, 
The Rays swimming club and the Triathlon club within the pool at Marl Pits and we cannot shoe – horn any more water time to 
another club; It has to be achieved in another way. it is not the Trust’s position to work within ‘club walls’ but we are trying to 
facilitate that closer working relationship. We have great sporting clubs in Rossendale and the Trust continues to work closely with 
as many as possible to ensure that they have a chance to continue to sustain and grow. The Trust has entered into a partnership 
with the Amateur Swimming Association, with a view to all aspects of swimming, and, in particular, club development, the Trust 
General Manager and Marl Pits Leisure Centre Manager will be coordinating the three year partnership plan with the ASA over the 
next few months. 
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The membership base for the gym at Marl Pits continues to grow steadily but there are challenges within the membership mix, we 
have attracted lots of younger members which is great for the health of the Borough, but it does detract from the yield of income so 
there is a balance to be met. Three times in the last six months the gym has hit maximum capacity, and not at peak times, and it is 
great to report that both the gym and secondary spend operates in the top quartile of national benchmarking. The swimming pool 
has hit maximum bathing loads on each Saturday from the new year and now sees the need to return to wrist band operation to 
ensure that numbers are managed and customers have an equal opportunity to swim. 
 
For information, new activities at Marl Pits include children’s Ballet and Tap, street dance, a teen bootcamp, 1 to 1 swim lessons 
(when water time allows), intensive swimming lessons through the holidays, a healthy lifestyles ‘skillz active club’. 
Football at Marl Pits has continued to grow slower than hoped; The new entrants in the district having a direct impact on the offer. 
When Marl Pits was in planning stages we had just two competing non turf pitches within the district, now we see all schools 
operating non turf pitches and looking for an income return and we are aware new entrants into the market planned for the future. 
Evening times are running at 85% occupancy until 9pm but the challenge remains that the weekday and weekends remain 
underutilised. The Trust has been doing some joint work with Blackburn Rovers, the Lancashire Football Association and Surridge 
Sports in an attempt to lift the profile of the venue and some unique events are planned for the summer months. The Trust 
continues to be inventive with its offer and marketing but the challenge will continue.         
 
On wider Marl Pits issues, the Trust continues to work with users on improvement within the site. Work on Marl Pits pavilion will 
start the last week in March 2014; this will see a complete transformation both inside and out. Users of the pavilion have developed 
the internal layout construction and supported the drive to manage the site in a more universal way. The golf driving range 
continues to be part of the user group meetings and virtual circulars as we try, as a group, to support and cross market each others’ 
offer. It is hoped that the next few months will see new signage at the site entrance, work around the leases and contributions and 
website development. The meetings have been very useful from a site management standpoint and if nothing else all users are 
understanding other groups’ pressures and needs. 
 
Marl Pits triathlon took place in May of 2013 and, the 2014 event is close to closing its entry as people flock to join the event. 250 
competitors and 30 volunteers ensure that this remains one of Rossendale’s signature events with people coming to compete from 
all over the country. The triathlon now has its own club operating out of Marl Pits and has generated its own bespoke website found 
at http://www.rossendaletriathlon.com 
 
 
 

http://www.rossendaletriathlon.com/
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Work continues to develop the ‘offer’ at Haslingden Sports Centre and we have introduced a number of inexpensive interest 
intervention Staff are working hard to keep the memberships stable with new entrants coming into the market, a new budget gym 
just ‘over the hill’ and competition now entering our price point are all having an effect. The Trust works extremely hard to control its 
expenditure but strongly understands the need for constant and sustained revenue. Leisure is a dynamic and ever changing 
environment, and there is need to always be one step ahead and to have the ability to react quickly to changes or opportunities is 
critical. The Trust Board and Senior Management are working hard to create those operating conditions. 
 
In September of 2012 we saw only the Pavigym flooring function area arrive at the centre, at that time only the 2nd in the Country, 
together with a new investment in a new overflow gym on the first floor. The overflow was predominantly aimed at women and girls 
and it is pleasing to report an increase in the BME user profile. January saw the introduction of Laser Tag in a redundant part of the 
building and whilst the project is still in its infancy, the early developments are encouraging. Information surrounding Laser Tag can 
be found at http://www.reconlasertag.co.uk . 
     
The Annual football tournament at Haslingden Sports Centre witnessed over 100 competing teams from all over the North West 
and again as a signature event utilises a voluntary base, and a base of junior referees, giving them experience and exposure to 
competition. The Sports Centre also hosted the Rossendale Sports Awards in October, receiving 200 people on the Awards 
Evening. It is hoped that 2014 sees the biggest Sports Awards ever as volunteer coordinators help to ensure that we reach deep 
down into community club life. 
 
We continue to support the clubs and community groups which operate in the site at Haslingden and it is very nice to see the 
continued development and growth in the indoor bowls, basketball and squash in particular. We have, and will continue to, support 
Parkwood Tennis Club who operate on the Sports Centre site and we really hope they manage to gain grant support for a new 
pavilion. All these clubs are well organised and have a strong volunteer base and need to be recognised for their continued efforts 
on behalf of their members and supporters. 
 
The Trust continues to run the out of hours’ delivery at both Alder Grange and Whitworth Sports Centres operating a varied 
programme of activity to the communities which the schools serve. We have seen growth in the delivery of climbing at Whitworth, 
and badminton and rugby at Alder Grange. There is such a nice local atmosphere at both centres and centre staff who take pride in 
their connection with that local community.  
 
A large part of the work of the Trust centres upon the Lifestyles team. This team is responsible for the Trust’s social conscience and 
the working ethos that the Trust delivers outside of the walls of the Leisure Centres.   

http://www.reconlasertag.co.uk/
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The school coaching and competition calendar is as strong as it has very been, in terms of the number of hours of delivery, and we 
encourage all children of the valley to partake in the fantastic holiday clubs that run over every holiday period. Numbers wise we 
delivered coaching to over 66,000 unique users on the schools’ coaching programme throughout the calendar year of 2013. That’s 
a staggering number when it’s delivered as added value to the Borough’s residents. We promote a healthy lifestyle through the 
work of the Trust and this is another mechanism where we reach out right across the Valley. From these programmes we feed 
youngsters directly into our centres and sporting clubs in an attempt to enable the young people to stay within the sport or continue 
that physical activity, we continue to operate rates that young people can afford to allow them to succeed. Many years ago I penned 
the phrase that I hope the Trust gives the opportunity for people both young and old to ‘start, stay and succeed in sport and 
physical activity’; I believe that the Trust still offers that opportunity under difficult and challenging operating conditions. For 
information also we have seen two more new sporting clubs rise out of the Trust over the past twelve months, the Valley Vipers 
handball team and Rossendale Ravens Netball Club. 
 
The health co-ordinators continue to deliver strongly against the agreed commission. GP referral and weight management numbers 
stand at circa  600 and the number that are engaging the cardiac rehabilitation has risen since I aired my concerns at the last 
overview and Scrutiny Meeting, and I thank all Members who raised those concerns on my behalf. These activities are delivered 
right across the Valley and the Trust continues to skill up its staff, both wet and dry, in the principles that underpin this service 
delivery arm. They try to promote the virtues of healthy lifestyles in all our activities to both young and old. For information also, our 
Passport to Active Living Scheme still has over 1400 members allowing people to access some form of discounted leisure. 
 
Sales and marketing are corporate responsibilities of all staff and we do many things on outreach, use of the active network to 
support the leisure offer right across Pennine Lancashire, outreach sessions at school fairs, community events, retail locations, 
valley centre events etc. and generally delivered by core staff on top of their day to day work. The Board of Trustees, all of who are 
local people, act as advisors and critical friends and play their part fully within this area often asking where we are with things. I 
hope that people feel that our website continues to improve, I quite like the look and feel as it has matured and developed but as 
always would encourage feedback. Within the Trust we are not very good at telling the story of just what activities the Trust is 
involved in and how we connect with the local community, as we are all busy doing! An action for me personally over the next few 
months is to devise a better way of showcasing our work.  
The Company has received extensive media coverage including radio and press which was a direct result of the revitalised internal 

marketing meetings. The Company undertook to produce a programme of good news stories. 142 media releases were published 

covering strategic topics, sport and leisure centre initiatives and performance related programmes. 
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Rossendale Leisure Trust continued on the development and delivery of high quality, affordable and accessible programmes 

strengthening our relationships with health practitioners, sports clubs and the wider local community. Some key achievements 

include: 

 Rossendale Sports Awards achieved the most nominations ever and over 200 people attended the Awards Ceremony at 

Haslingden Sports Centre. 

 Over 600 people accessed the GP referral, cardiac rehabilitation or weight management programme delivered at all the 

Trust sites. 

 The Trust ‘Gold Card’ scheme has seen nine sporting ambassadors supported within our centres.  

 The Trust received a ‘good’ QUEST for the performance of Haslingden Sports Centre and in the APSE benchmarking the 

centre performed within the top quartile of all bar one of the examined categories. 

 The Trust achieved (for the second year running) the prestigious Social Enterprise Mark in May of 2013. The award was 

presented by Baroness Glenys Thornton. 

 The Trust continues to facilitate four sports specific development forums and has created an Olympic legacy with two new 

junior clubs being stimulated at Haslingden Sports Centre. 

 The Haslingden Football Tournament in August attracted over 100 junior football teams. 

 The Trust has been instrumental in creating the Active Network, where the five East Lancashire Boroughs work together to 

promote each other’s Leisure offer and membership drives. 

 New overflow gym at Haslingden together with a Pavigym functional flooring system. 

 Marl Pits Pavilion renovation in March 2014 

 All Rossendale Schools offered swimming lessons at Marl Pits. 
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 Supporting the fundraising efforts of a number of community groups. 

The Trust sees its partnership working as critical in achieving success for the organisation and the community of Rossendale, the 
following are just a few of the partnership that we engage to achieve that success; 
 

 A successful partnership continues between the Trust Lifestyles Team and the School Games Coordinator which has seen 

an increase in support funding for summer activity and in-school coaching offer. 

 The Trust continues to work closely with health commissioners with respect to GP Referral, Cardiac Rehabilitation and 

Weight Management Programmes. The Trust supports the Borough actively at a regional level looking for funding support for 

health activities 

 The Trust continues to work closely with many community sports clubs either individually or via the sports forums. 

 The Trust works closely with the Borough Council’s Community Team at the Neighbourhood Forums and on individual 

projects such as the Fusion Project. 

 The Trust continues to launch outreach projects such as the summer football programme, sports awards, summer sporting 

programmes in conjunction with voluntary and community groups. 

 The Trust plays a full part in the activities of Lancashire Sports, the Lancashire Chief Leisure Officers Group and SPORTA, 

the Sport and Recreations Trust Association. 

 The Trust has continued to support the work of regeneration and tourism within Rossendale and particularly around the work 

of the Adrenaline Gateway. 

 The Trust supported the work of the Borough Council surrounding the Football Pitch Survey work / Strategy 

 The Trust continues to work closely with the National Governing Bodies of sport in an attempt to ease the way for revenue 

and capital resource. 
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 The Trust continues to support the work of the user groups at Marl Pits Sports Complex. 

 The Trust continues to give employment to local people - 76% of our workforce are our own community. Rossendalians. 

 The Trust’s Board of Trustees are all Rossendale residents offering their expertise and time voluntarily for the benefit of all 

the community. 

 
Risks or issues 
  
We continue to work ‘hand in hand’ with the Borough Council to realise efficiencies. We have unified the RBC / RLT IT systems and 
payroll to achieve savings and the Trust is committed to devising creative ways of the best utilisation of back room services. With all 
the change management this needs handling with thought and empathy. 
 
Balancing the mix of yield – service versus commercialism. 
 
Haslingden to achieve stable income through gym membership and increase the offer by investing new income lines and widening 
the leisure mix. 
 
Continued financial challenges through this period of settlement for the Trust and facilities. 
 
We are still witnessing a time of unstable financial conditions for supporting funding agencies. 
 
To ensure the investment into facilities against the existing condition surveys. 
 
 
 
 

 


